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SNAP EVENTS CELEBRATES THEIR 3 M€ FUNDRAISED AT VILLA PATRICIA ST
CLOUD
CHIC POOL PARTY ON 7 SEPT 

Paris, Washington DC, 10.09.2017, 22:32 Time

USPA NEWS - The French startup SNAP EVENTS, created in September 2014, invited their special guests to the Pool party in an
intimate setting reserved for a hundred of happy few people. They celebrate the 3 €Million Fundraiser. SnapEvent Paris, unfolds the
red carpet by launching the back-to-school event, by the Pool Party concept, in a prestigious Villa Patricia on Sept. 7 in Saint Cloud. 

SnapEvent Paris, unfolds the red carpet by launching the back-to-school event, a Pool Party in a supreme Villa Patricia on Sept. 7 in
Paris, to celebrate its 3 million euro fundraiser. The French startup created in September 2014, invited their special guests to the Pool
party in an intimate setting reserved for a hundred of happy few people. The party was a unique moment to celebrate, mingling and
sharing in a very casual and chic atmosphere. The event held in Villa Patricia, Saint Cloud, very stylish, offering a large space of
1500m2 private garden, and a cosy swimming pool. Motto of the event is “ Sorry I have to go to the swimming pool“� means, usually,
called a fake pretext to avoid to go somewhere else, somehow, with a touch of humour ! it is also another way to underline that
holidays still in the air, for a late summer cocktail“¦.
A LATE SUMMER COCKTAIL POOL PARTY INSPIRED FROM L.A ---------------------------------------------------------------
A hot wind, straight from L.A., blows on the villa of Patricia for the privileged few who enjoyed the delicious cocktail, savouring the
“truffle Pasta“� , “Bayonne Ham“� “ Mini Anchovy´s pizza“� , and so many other original bites, delighted the guests. The happy few
rejoiced in a very special event as it was an original occasion, to celebrate and be part of the entertaining program

Champagne flows, and the barmen are serving refreshing cocktails and mocktails, and flute of champagne and rose Champagne by
the pool. Some of the guests are appreciating the rhythm of the DJ's sets in a Swan decor for the French-Californian "Pool
Party“�.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
While women are already pretty, they get a manicure offered in one of the salons of Villa Patricia, others exchange, laugh, pose for the
official photographer and also take selfies around the Pink Flaningos of the pool. Cupcakes decorated with the Pink Flamingo, the
mascot of the evening, delight the taste buds of the most greedy. Ice carts prepare homemade galleys, "Ice Roll" for the guests. We
leave the evening saying that it was a superb place, full of the beautiful energies of Emilie and her team, always available and as
radiant as usual. We say that this kind of evening cocktail, to celebrate the fundraising has 3M Euros, knew to remain sober and far
from the usual show off, modesty oblige and "french touch" assured. So congratulations to "Snap Event" and wish their long life in their
ambitious and creative projects. Snap Event Pool Party. embraces the guests to the quintessence of the Glamour and Sexy for the
French Touch, Casual and Chic, for the California, Sensual candles and colored garlands, guide the guests through the path that runs
along the villa to on an unforgettable evening...

ABOUT SNAP EVENT THE SO FRENCH CREATIVE PLATFORM FOR TAILORED EVENTS--------------------------------
SnapEvent is an event creation platform that accompanies from conception to realization. Snap Event carries on its smart All-in-one
editing software and a team of 45 Snappers, SnapEvent offers, based on exceptional locations, creating an atmosphere that
resembles the client for 5 to 150 people.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SnapEvent was created by the ingenious and refreshing idea of “‹“‹two French Maud Arditti and Olivier Levy, who respond to a
concrete need by organizing events tailored. Snap Event provides several services such as Accompaniment, insurance, coordination,
service providers, etc. Here are the examples of the special events, by Snap Event:-----------------------------------
"An Italian evening on the rooftop of Diane, an oenological team building in the loft of a rockstar, an escape game in the secret house
of Nathalie ... or ... a Pool Party at Patricia? "---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Since the last three years Snap Event has set up 1500 events, in 500 places, and served 100 000 champagne glass“¦and 300 000
“petit fours“� or “aAmuse Bouche“� enrolling 45 snappers connected and tuned to the specific celebration and 3 Million Euros
fundraised“¦ SnapEvent is aware of the keys of its success, which rely on the trust of their loyal customers, the owners, investors,
advisors, journalists, friends ... They were lucky enough to count on their support, encouragement, and trust, who field the engine of
their success“¦so far. This fuel is necessary to the SnapEvent rocket launched and still on motion towards many other successful
steps, before the last landing. ï¿¼ ï¿¼
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